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By Ken Tecza
Asst. Sports Editor

Syracuse, N.Y.: Evansville, Indiana is the next
stop for the surging Indians o f Montclair after
sweeping the Eastern Regional NCAA College
Division playoffs over this past weekend. By
knocking off the host school LeMoyne, 81-77, and
then running Wagner off the court by the lopsided
score of 101-78, it enabled the Indians to gain a
berth in the Nationals starting tonight.
A capacity crowd of 2,800 was present for
both double-headers that included an enthusiastic
contingent o f MSC students who made the long
trek by bus. The trip was more than worthwhile as
the surging Indians put on a show that the people
o f Syracuse won’t soon forget. Both wins were
highlighted by an exhibition o f basketball the way
it should be played. The Indians scored from every
angle, played tough defense, ran a potent fast
break and most of all showed the poise and balance
of a championship club.
Albany State did make amends for its loss to
Wagner by upsetting LeMoyne for third place by
one point, 71-70. A sure handed Rich Margison
sank the key foul shot with three seconds left. His
effort, 10 for 13 and a 24-point second half,
treated the large Albany crowd to a sweet victoy.
In downing LeMoyne on Friday night the
Indians used the hot outside shooting of Luther
Bowen, who ended up as the MVP of the tourney,
and Bob Sienkiewicz, plus the rebounding of Bob
Lester helped eliminate the host school. Chuck
Brady opened the LeMoyne scoring with two quick
buckets but the Indians came back to tie the score
9-9 on baskets by Mike Oakes and Bowen.
From that point on Montclair opened up a
(C o n tin u ed on Page 9)

THE CHAMPIONS
The Montclair State College basketball team as they departed from Newark Airport
yesterday en route to Evansville, Indiana, for the NCAA national tourney. From left to
right: Coach Ollie Gelston, Willie Moss, Keith Neigel, Harry James, Dave Conroy,
assistant coach Bob Elder, Mike Oakes, Luther Bowen, Bob Sienkiewicz, manager Larry
Barrett, Bob Lester, Richie Bowen, Bob Mooney, Bill Fryczynski, Jeff Bosslett and
athletic director, Bill (Dio) Dioguardi.

Magazine Frauds Hit M SC Students
only cost you 50 cents a week . . .
but it’s well worth it,” the
If your name is listed in the magazine merchant usually says as
Montclair State student directory he hands you a pen to sign on a
or if you’ve ever bought a dotted line.
subscription to any national
A ccording
magazine you may be the next
to Blanton,
victim of a very clever magazine
the magazine
racket.
merchants
A ccording to MSC Dean
have
be e n
Lawton W. Blanton men posing as
found
to
subscription agents for national
haunt
t he
magazines are “fleecing our
dorms
and
students and something ought to
off-campus
be done.”
homes
of
The subscription agents, cites
many Mont
Blanton, will telephone a student
Blanton
clair students,
offering him “a fair deal” on
especially in places where parents
m a g a z in e s . A f t e r u s in g
aren't around to influence student
high-pressure sales talk, the agent
decisions.
will make a “special” visit to the
student’s home, thus putting the
One company that tried to
squeeze on the gullible listener. milk an MSC student goes under
He’ll tell him that magazines are the nam e o f ‘International
extrem ely important to the Magazine Service, 2520 N. Charles
student’s educational experience. S tre e t, Baltimore, Maryland.’
“Because you’re in college, you’ll They list their telephone number
need these magazines,” is a typical as 301-243-6971.
"But there's nothing that we
high-pressure sales point used by
these unscrupulous magazine can do,” exclaimed Blanton.
merchants.
“These are legitimate contracts.”
A n d by the tim e the
Blanton went on to say that
unsuspecting student finishes th e s e c o n t r a c t s are no t
listening to the agent, he’ll wind cancellable, do not provide for
up signing a contract putting verbal additions (so the salesman
(C o n tin u ed on Page 7)
himself in debt for $150. “It’ll
By David M. Levine
Managing Editor

LAYNE AND TRAYNOR
Candidates for SGA president, Russ Layne (left) and Ken Traynor,
focus attention on next year as they reveal campaign platforms at a
recent MONTCLARION press conference.

Candidates Announce
See story on page 2
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Traynor, Layne Announce
Presidential Candidacy
By Pat Hanrahan
News Editor

Ken Traynor and Russ Layne
announced their candidacy for
SGA p re sid e n t at a news
conference held last week. The
press meeting, that took place in
the MONTCLARION office on
March 5, presented the first
opportunity for the candidates to
state the issues on which they will
base their campaigns.

" Exploration o f S o u l”
Proposed for Black Lit
By Donald S. Rosser

Special to the Montclarion

Pressures are being widely
exerted to institute courses in
Negro history, but few forces are
demanding the study of Negro
literature. Now one author is
proposing “a semester exploration
of Soul.”
Such a course would expose all
students to “ the burning issues of
our day” in “books that tell it like
it is,” according to Dorothy
Sterling of Rye, N.Y., who writes
children’s books and admits that
she is “hooked on black history.”
Negro students would find “books
that speak to them” ; white
students would emerge better
prepared for “ the larger adult
world in which they are globally a
minority.”
A course in Soul literature
could begin with a study of the
Negro spirituals as poetry, Miss
Sterling recommends, followed by
work songs and the blues.”
The course could next consider
modern Negro poetry, folk tales
and Negro humor. Langston
Hughes, the contemporary Negro
author, has written books on all
three subjects.
Classes
can
read
a u to b io g ra p h ic a l works by
Frederick Douglass, the escaped
slave who became a famous
author, lecturer and leader in the
campaign for emancipation.
Historical
n o v e l s and
contemporary non-fiction give the

N egro viewpoint on slavery,
r e v o l t s , the U nd erg ro u n d
R a ilr o a d , the Civil War,
Reconstruction, the growth of the
Ku
Klux
K la n , N e g ro
d is f r a n c h is e m e n t and the
mid-century civil rights struggle.
The supply of books by and
about Negroes is increasing, Miss
Sterling reports, but “certainly
not a flood.”
Except for Uncle Tom's Cabin,
books about Negroes were, until
very recent, “box-office poison,”
she reports. Children’s books
about Negroes began appearing in
the 1930’s. The 1954 U.S.
Supreme Court decision on school
desegregation stirred a flurry of
interest in adult books about
Negroes, Miss Sterling reports,
adding:
"Then came the student sit-ins
and fre e d o m
rid e s , the
Birmingham bombing, the Civil
Rights Acts, the struggle against
de facto segregation in the
North.” In every section of the
country there has been a growing
awareness of civil rights and a
growing demand for picture
b o o k s, s to rie s, biographies,
histories about Negroes.”
Courses in Negro literature are
one way to bridge racial
antagonism among Americans,
Miss Sterling believes. It’s a
“ fantastically difficult job,” she
concedes, but the power of poetry
and prose can help develop “ the
frame of mind which will make
conciliation possible.”

EASTER VACATION

M IAM I BEACH
10 DAYS - $114

FT. LAUDERDALE
10 D A Y S - $114
FOR A L L STU D EN TS & T H EIR FRIEN D S
INCLUDES: * ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION
*OCEANFRONT HOTEL * TWO SIGHTSEEING TOURS
* ALL GRATUITIES * PARTIES * ALL TAXES * EXTRAS
FOR BRO CH U RE AND FU R T H ER D ET A ILS

* Call At Once - (212) 5 9 2 -6 0 2 0 *

The general emphasis of both
candidates was one of a more
academic nature than in past
campaigns. The role of the
student in campus affairs was
stressed by both as well as the
need for better communications.
One of Traynor’s main issues is
his wish that the role of the SGA
be shifted to a more academic
one. He feels that in the past, the

Students to Quiz
Administrators
At Open Forum
The first Open Forum of this
year will be jointly sponsored by
the SGA and the administration.
Scheduled for tomorrow, the
forum will take place in College
High Auditorium from 4-6 p.m.
Although the four officers of
the SGA will be on stage with
vario u s adm inistrators, SGA
president Robert Martinez hopes
that students’ questions will be
directed to members of the
administration since a completely
student-sponsored Open Forum is
tentatively planned for late April.
Questioned as to the reason for
holding an Open Forum at this
time, Martinez answered, “It’s
about time.”
The administrators planning to
attend the Open Forum are: Dean
Lawton Blanton, Mr. William P.
Dioguardi, Mr. Robert Foley,
Dean Anthony Kuolt, Mr. Joseph
McGinty, Mr. Jon McKnight,
Dean Allan Morehead, Mrs. Lois
Redd, Miss Doris Reinhardt, Mr.
Richard Taubald, Mrs. Mary
McKnight and Dr. Samuel Pratt.

C allin g MSC “ culturally
d e p riv e d ,” Layne hopes to
reapportion SGA monies so that
more can go to the lecture and
concert series. He also hopes to
implement the inclusion of more
courses on Black and American
Indian studies.
A new judicial branch of the
SGA was proposed by Traynor.
This branch would be a type of
“ grievance board,” handling
personal
d is p u te s and
constitutional changes. He feels
that this would give the executive
branch more time to go into other
matters such as academic changes.
Traynor stated that with the

change to university status, the
SGA should play an important
role in the formation of the new
schools.
Q uestioned about faculty
evaluations, Layne stated that
there is a need for them. He feels
that the realm of student power
should include a voice in the
promotions of instructors.
Regarding the evaluations,
Traynor warned against “jumping
into it” and called instead for
investigation into the matter
before it is decided.
Layne stressed the need for
abolishing the present cut system
and establishing instead one of
unlimited cuts.
Both candidates agreed on the
need for more jobs on campus for
students.
SGA elections will take place
on March 21.

Ammendment Changes
Delay Autonomy Bill
By Susan Johnson
Staff Reporter

The New Jersey Senate bill 256
which will give the New Jersey
state colleges local autonomy, is
now being revised by its sponsors
in the New Jersey State Senate.
The voting on the bill, which was
supposed to have taken place a
few weeks ago, was postponed so
amendments could be added by
various individuals and groups.
Chancellor of Education Ralph
Dungan was one of the people
who wanted the existing bill
revised.
The revised bill will give the six
state college control of the money
alloted to them by Trenton. Each
college will be able to hire
contracters and purchase land,
equipment, materials, etc., on its
own initiative. Under the new bill
each college will have the right to
transfer money from one account

to another without consulting
Trenton. The bill will also give the
local board of trustees the
a u th o rity to determine the
curriculum, program, organization
and development of the college.
These provisions will speed up
procedures considerably and will
eliminate a lot of red tape.
A campus committee working
for the support of S-256, headed
by Ginny Saunderson and Frank
Cripps, is now in the process of
sending out 25,000 letters to
alumni, asking them to contact
their senators and assemblymen.
Petitions are being circulated on
campus and literature is being
handed out in Life Hall.
The revised bill was read to
the Senate on March 10 and will
be tentatively voted on March 17.
The bill has support in the Senate
with approximately 16 sponsors,
but the Assembly reaction to the
bill is undecided.

President Thomas Richardson
will be unable to attend because
his presence is required in Trenton
on Thursday.
Students who have indicated
they will attend are: Robert
Martinez, Daniel Sullivan, Stanley
Jakubik,
Kathleen
Mancini,
Miriam Taub, Jerry Benn, Joanne
Hodde, Thomas Stepnowski and
Jesse Young.

Come visit the

QUAKERS
at our Meeting for Worship
Sundays 11 a.m.

Discover the Quakers and you may
discover you are one yourself.
Montclair Meeting
Corner Park & Gordonhurst
Upper Montclair, N.J.

- FU R T H E R REDUCTIO N S FO R GROUPS -

emphasis has been more on the
social aspects of the college.
Traynor feels that a better balance
between the two should be
achieved.

Staff Photo by Morey Antebi

MSC B EA U TY: "It's been such a wonderful experience. I'm in
shcok," beams Christine Kinz, 1969 Miss Montclair State at last
week's pageant sponsored by Phi Lambda Pi and Delta Theta Psi.
Chosen from 10 semi-finalists. Miss Kinz, a junior math major,
will receive a $150 scholarship and a trophy and will also
represent MSC in the Miss New Jersey pageant at Cherry Hill.
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Montclarion Editors Lead
Campus Car 'Borrowings’
Fight for Journalism Major
Reported
Security

driven off campus, stripped and
left in nearby communities.

By Roberta Kuehl and
Judy Manzi

By Chris MacMurray
Staff Reporter

A ccording
to
the
administration’s plans for MSC’s
future, a major in journalism will
be instituted here in 1972.
However, certain MSC students
and faculty feel a pressing need
fo r a journalism major at
Montclair. They believe this need
should be realized as soon as
possible.
MSC journalists Miriam Taub,
David M. Levine and Donald
Pendley are presently working in
cooperation with Mr. Michael
F.X. Grieco on a list of proposals
and
courses
for
the
implementation of a journalistic
major at MSC.
This list, to be completed this
month, will be submitted to Dr.
Harold C. Bohn, head of MSC’s
English department, for approval.
According to Levine, Bohn is
more than aware of our need for
journalism.
Upon Bohn’s approval the list
will move on to Mr. Anthony
Kuolt, assistant dean of the
college. Thereafter, the approved
list of proposals for a major in
journalism at MSC will be in the
hands of Trenton.
E d i t o r - i n - c h i e f o f the
MONTCLARION, Miriam Taub
aspires to be a professional
journalist. In addition to the
position she holds on campus,
Miriam is president of Pi Delta
E psilon (N ational Collegiate
Jo u rn a lism F ratern ity ) and
corresponding secretary of the
New Jersey Press Association.
David M. Levine, currently
m a n a g in g e d ito r o f the
MONTCLARION, is also a
successful publisher. He is editor
o f In tern atio n al Journal, a
magazine read in 60 foreign
countries. Levine, a sophomore,
hope to become a professional
journalist.

MSC JOURNALISTS: Left to right, Mr. Michael F. X. Grieco,
MONTCLARION advisor, David M. Levine, managing editor, Don
Pendley, editorial assistant and Miriam Taub, editor-in-chief, are
all working on the proposed department of journalism to work in
conjunction with the MONTCLARION.

F reshm an Don Pendley,
e d ito ria l assistan t for the
MONTCLARION, assistant editor
o f GALUMPH and business
manager of QUARTERLY, plans
to teach journalism. Pendley
would like to see a major in
journalism instituted in the very
near future, since he feels that
such a major would benefit all
MSC publications.
Mr. Michael F.X. Grieco is
assistant English professor at
Montclair State, specializing in
English literature. Grieco is
currently the adviser of the
MONTCLARION while at the
same time studying for his
doctorate and directing Stone
Hall.

background in journalism can help
any student in all phases of
academic study. States Levine,
“The fact that MSC’s course in
jo u rn alism is composed of
students in almost every major
field offered at Montclair State —
students who are using journalism
as an effective tool in their other
courses — proves that journalistic
knowledge can be extremely
useful in countless areas other
than journalism.”
In regard to MSC as a
university, the implications for
journalism are obvious. At the
university level, recording,
publishing and circulating needs
will skyrocket. Newspaper work
and journalistic experience will
become increasingly invaluable to
more and more students.

Recently, a number of car
Both McGinty and Mr. Joseph
“borrowings” have been reported
on campus. Last Wednesday night Daly, director of campus security,
three such incidents occurred stated that in almost every stolen
almost
s i m u l t a n e o u s l y . car case the security guards have
Surprisingly, according to Mr. stayed with the problem until it
Joseph McGinty, director of was solved. They also observed
maintenance, the cars were found that there are practically no
undamaged on another area of security difficulties other than car
campus shortly afterwards.
thefts.
If the “borrower” is a student
Three weeks ago, five cars were
stolen on campus. The next day of MSC, he must go to the Dean
the five cars were found in the o f Students for disciplinary
action. This could result in
area of the campus.
Possession of a master key and immediate expulsion from the
desire for transportation seem to college. Daly pointed out that any
be the causes of this unusual s t u d e n t w h o is c a u g h t
method of thievery. McGinty “ borrowing” a car may be
noted that last year’s cases “jeopardizing his entire college
involved sports cars which were career” for a single joyride.

Campaign Kick-off
Set for March 17
By Sue Dominski
Staff Reporter

President Robert Martinez
announced that preparation are
underway for the coming Student
Government elections. Anyone
who still wishes to run for office
for the 69-70 school year may
pick up petitions in the SGA
office today.
A University of Kansas study
Candidates may campaign in
the Life Hall cafeteria beginning
points out an urgent need for
“Also,” affirms Pendley, “an on March 17. The campaigns will
journalists in this country. The
advanced
curriculum which be highlighted by speeches from
study shows that at this moment
includes
journalism
is an absolute each candidate in Memorial
there are many more available
positions in the field of journalism essential on the university level, Auditorium from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
than there are qualified journalists for MSC or any other prospective
Martinez stressed that this
to fill them. Dr. Malcolm university.”
year’s election will have special
Student opinion at MSC
Applegate, assistant dean of the
significance. The new office
School of Journalism at Kansas appears to be in favor of a major h o l d e r s wi l l h a v e t h e
responsibility of shaping the SGA
recently asserted, “We just don’t in journalism at Montclair.
have en o u g h
p e o p le to According to a poll taken last May to function more efficiently in
calling for student opinion as to
Montclair’s change to university
recommend.”
what courses and majors were
status.
According to Levine, the needed at Montclair State, 15
When asked ab o u t the
obvious need for journalists does percent of those who participated
possibility of spreading the
not presuppose the fact that a asked for journalism.
cam paigning throughout the
campus he stated that this was not
possible. He added that the
campaign must be limited to the
cafeteria to avoid problems which
may arise with distribution of
publicity. He noted that the
cafeteria is the best location for
elec tio n activities since the
majority of students use it.
Martinez mentioned that he
plans to publicize this year’s SGA

TO MAKE
AN
APPOINTMENT
FOR YOUR
YEARBOOK
PHOTO

elections by holding an outdoor
rally on campus. The purpose of
this event will be to alert more
students to the elections and to
acquaint them with the candidates
who are running for office.
The following qualifications
must be met to run for an SGA
office:
The p r e s i d e n t ,
vice-president and treasurer must
be sophomores with a 2.5
cumulative average or over. The
secretary may be a freshman with
at least a 2.5 cumulative average.
Each candidate must obtain 150
signatures for his petition in order
to be eligible to campaign.

Bob Martinez

SGA president

DUDLEY’ S W EST ORANGE

The Fantastic Collection
19 Tompkin Street

West Orange
R E 1-9878
P R ESEN TS

Montclair State's own
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THE UNDERGROUND PRESS
The Underground News Service

ifattirlartmt
Serving the College
Community Since 1928
M IRIAM TAU B
D A V ID M. L E V IN E
M ARI-JO M A R R A

E D IT O R -IN -C H IE F
M AN AGIN G E D IT O R
B U SIN ESS M A N A G ER

The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the
editor-in-chief and managing editor unless otherwise signed.

It’s the Latest, It’s the G reatest . . .
. . .It's the library. That’s what the
television commercial says. But of course,
New York City public libraries do not fall
into the same category that Sprague Library
does —noisy.
Right now, during term paper and
mid-term time, that library can be a blessing
to most students, if only for the fact that it
contains individual desks at which one can
sit and study. However, according to MSC
students, the library is failing to meet the
needs of today’s college student.
The student who studies in the dorm or
in the car is not doing it for convenience
sake but because Sprague is just too noisy.
The term “library” implies peace and quiet
and Sprague fails in these areas. In
comparison with other college libraries
Sprague is in total chaos. Sometimes a student
can find the desired study atmosphere in the
library’s lower lounges, reference room and
conference rooms. On the second floor, the
curriculum lab and special collections room
also offer temporary relief from what’s going
on in second-floor-center.

But in good conscience the main floor
can’t be called more than a zoo. The
physical set-up of seating five and six at a
table leads to group discussions on the main
floor. And that’s not all. There’s also the fan
to contend with, the xerox machines, ringing
telephones, clanging of shelves (as the library
changes from the Dewey Decimal System to
the Library o f Congress system of
cataloging) and the typing librarians. Then
there’s the turnstiles, circulation desk and
changing of classes — all adding to Sprague’s
“serenity.”
Obviously overabundance of noise is the
problem. And although the librarians are not
being paid to police the three floors,
someone has to control the noise.
Therefore it is recommended that the
college library committee, the library staff
and the administration come up with
immediate suggestions to alter the present
library policy o f permitting noise. It seems
that nobody remembers that the library
should be quiet.

. . . Journalism
Several weeks ago the MONTCLARION
editors began a campaign to develop a
department o f journalism on the MSC
campus.
As part o f a growing network of
specialization, Montclair will develop many
new departments and schools, one o f which,
the School of Fine and Performing Arts, will
open in September.
To unite the college and its many
schools, the campus communication systems
must also expand. Through a department of
journalism this can become a reality.
Although the MONTCLARION is only a
weekly newspaper today, in the near future
it will probably become a daily paper. A
department of journalism will handle this
important job.

is Coming

Presently, the MONTCLARION editors
have been working with Dr. Harold C. Bohn,
chairman o f the English department, and Mr.
Michael F.X. Grieco, assistant professor of
English and MONTCLARION adviser, on
developing suitable courses for a journalism
program.
Plans for a full liberal arts major are in
the formation utilizing information from
several journalism schools around the
country.
This department is not far-off; in the
near future journalism will become an
integral part of Montclair’s campus and a
link between all the schools of Montclair
State University.

Liberation: The Underground News Service
The following is the third o f a four-part series on today’s
underground press by David M. Levine, Montclarion
Managing Editor.

Nearly all newspapers in the United States today depend
upon some news service to cover events not easily accessible
to that publication. For most major American dailies, the
United Press International or Associated Press with their
correspondents and reporters worldwide supply the needed
news of the day.
Com m ittee. Rep. Richard
F o r th e e v e r - g r o w i n g
u n d erg ro u n d press, it’s the
Liberation News Service, an
organization providing coverage of
s tu d e n t power and political
m ovem ents th ro u g h o u t the
n a tio n . The n u m b ers are
conflicting, but it has been
estimated that some 500 papers,
m o s t l y u n d e r g r o u n d and
c o l l e g i a t e j o u r n a l s , use
Liberation’s news services. The
cost, according to a recent
brochure, is $250 yearly for
Liberation’s weekly packets of
Leftwing activity news.
O B JEC T IV IT Y DISDAINED

A recent press release from
L ib era tio n h ead q u arters at
Claremont Avenue in New York
notes: “The (Liberation) staff
disdains ‘objectivity’ as a mask of
establishment media to hide . ..
bias.” Consequently, the news
o ffe re d by L iberation for
circulation to its subscribers is of
a highly selective nature, offering
on-the-scene reports of student
unrest worldwide, Cuban cartoons
and film reviews. Draft-resistance
news, reports from Saigon and
Havana and the latest SDS news is
all part of Liberation’s news
coverage.
“Some editors have subscribed
because they consider themselves
part of the movement for radical
change,” cites George Cavalletto,
a Liberation staffer.
M UCKRAKING DONE H ERE

Ichord of Missouri, who is
feeling insecure, requested the
change in order to clear the
way for the forthcoming
investigation of SDS, which is
pro-American in nature."

Recently, a weekly packet of
Liberation press releases offered
features on the student protest
movements in Japan, Africa and
Spain. A datelined article from
Berkeley called Gov. Ronald
Reagan “a self-proclaimed ruler of
California.” And since a lot of
aspiring underground journalists
c a n ’t w rite journalistically,
Liberation staff writer Allen
Young prepared a crash-course on
how to write journalistically.
IMPACT-MAKING FO RCE

Liberation’s news staff at the
New York headquarters numbers
ab o u t 13 people, but LNS
correspondents are on many
college campus in the United
States and major nations overseas.
The founders of Liberation, Ray
Mungo and Marshall Bloom, are
said to operate from a farm in
New England.
In all Liberation News Service
is growing into an impact making
force in the United States.
Liberation’s “ new journalism,”
while destroying the traditions of
the “establishment media,” is
finding a place in a radical
America filled with disdain for the
politics and laws of this nation.
NEXT: The Underground —

What's Next?
“ Liberation . . . has access to
news sources unavailable to the
How LNS
mass media,” Cavalletto went on
to say. “And . . . (Liberation)
Reports The News
does muckraking you would not
PIG POWER PLAY
find in the establishment media.”
CLEVELAND (LNS) - Rank
E s t a b l i s h e d in 1 9 6 7 ,
Liberation’s articles have been and file cops are forming a
geared to w ard a magazine national organization, because
audience, but has been drastically they feel that “ the police image
changed to more hard news and has to be improved in this
features. And since the change, country.”
The
efforts
o f the
c o l l e g e a n d u n d erg ro u n d
newspapers have been running n e w l y - f o r m e d N a t i o n a l
LNS stories on their news and Patrolman’s Association will be
directed toward local politicians,
editorial pages.
B ut since L iberation is not towards the general public,
obviously antiestablishm ent, according to an AP report.
“We don’t feel we’re getting
liberal usage of four-letter words
are common in news releases. the backing of political leaders
Editorializing in news stories is and administration leaders in
also common. A recent examples: police departments,” states the
Association.
" S H IT BY ANY OTHER
C o p s are beg in n in g to
NAME
Washington, D.C. (LNS) — The recognize that they are a political
infamous House Un-American force and that they can throw
Activities Committee (HUAC) their weight around not only with
will soon change its name to “hippies” and “ niggers,” but with
their employers as well.
House Internal Security
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A MATTER OF

OPINION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Montclarion Readers Write
On Autonomy, Recruiters.
Autonomy Support Needed
To the Editor:

On behalf of the STUDENT’S
COMMITTEE FOR LOCAL
AUTONOMY, we would like to
thank the MONTCLARION for its
support of Senate bill 256 - the
local autonomy bill.
To insure the passage of S-256,
active support from other areas of
student activity is necessary. Only
with campus-wide and state-wide
support can MSC receive the
autonomy which it needs.
The MONTCLARION has been
of great assistance to the college
community
t h r o u g h its

explanation of S-256 and the bill’s
implications.
Frank Cripps,
Ginny Saunderson
Co-chairman.
MSC's Foreign Policy
To the Editor:

The Feb. 26 issue of the
MONTCLARION contained a
letter to the editor by Bill
Eickhorst in which he defended
the “right” of the military to
recruit
from
this
campus.
Eickhorst erroneously compared
the “right to listen” to recruiters.
The fallacy here is in making this
a freedom of speech issue which it
is not.
The military came here not to
debate, but to recruit. To support

ODD BODKINS

True, we would not stop the
killing in Vietnam by forbidding
recruiters to come on campus, but
we would not be contributing to
it either.
Jim Rotunda

„SO (jüEMUST
m o SOME
UJfW TO DEFEAT
ouft m m e s
^
AND AVOID THIS
A
O V E R K IL L !! ,

Mia w m
is
Ou t o f th e
û u esflo N !! i f
WOULD KILL
EvERVONE IN THE
^ ^ 0 ) 0 * 1 0 TEN TIMES! ! j

w

the right of the military to recruit
is to ignore the rights of life and
liberty of the Vietnamese people.
It is this act of recruiting for a
genocidal war that we oppose.
By allowing recruiters on
campus, MSC is, in effect, actively
supporting the Vietnam war. I do
not advocate neutrality for the
college, but think MSC should
oppose U.S. foreign intervention
and the institutions that support
it.
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GREEK NEWS

D ELTA TH ETA PSI
Hank Van Handle, ’70, Theta Xi,
The women of Delta would Stevens.
Barbara Fischer; Opinion Left
like to congratulate their new
o ffic ers:
Cat hy
Mitchell,
CHI KAPPA XI
president; Chris Burack, vice
Congratulations
to
Nancy
president; Jeanne
Chiarmelli, Maurer on being chosen 1969
Ellen
Moskowitz, Queen of Hearts. Last year’s
The use o f v io le n t or
McReynolds feels that this is Som e, who came to the treasurer;
nonviolent methods for achieving symptom of weakness. If strong, Movement in the late’ 50’s as recording secretary; Marybeth queen, Judy LaFauci, is also a Xi
c o rresp o n d in g sister.
our goals has become more of a we would “close the draft boards believers in nonviolence, are the C o n n o l l y ,
secretary; Marcia Risch, alumni
Newly elected officers of Xi
critical question on the Left. th ro u g h m ass refu sals o f potential bomb throwers.
sec retary ;
Ginny
Stewart, are: Pat Halpin, president; Nancy
Initially the Movement, beginning induction, through picketing, and
Their threat continues as long
parliamentarian;
and
Linda Ebner,
in civil rights and later in anti even (shocking idea) through
vice-president;
Carol
as their frustration continues.
Santandrea, historian.
Vietnam protests, held as its political action.” But our major
Mo r t e l l i t e ,
c o rre sp o n d in g
There are those in the Movement,
C ongratulations
are
also secretary ;
creed, nonviolence.
Renee
Cernero,
goals have not been reached myself included, who have not
R e c e n tly , however, some through nonviolence. The war and
extended to our new sisters: reco rd in g
secretary;
June
reached that degree of frustration,
leftists have chosen the violent the draft continue, as does racism
Janice Kaczynski, Pam Hullen, Rut her f o;
Michele
Davila,
who still have hope for the use of
method of bombing induction and the war in the ghettos. We are
Donna Hahn, Sue McConaghy, parliamentarian; Roberta Hillman,
nonviolent tactics. Out actions
c e n te rs and other buildings frustrated. Frustration leads to
Roe Vella, Joanne Hodde, Judy CLUB
representative; Nancy
will be significant since we
associated with the establishment. bomb and dynamite attacks. This
Wills,
Pat
Tomasetti,
Marty
Maurer,
historian.
represent a large segment of
In the March 1 issue of Win does not justify these actions; it
Austin, Noreen York, Cinday La
To the men of Psi Chi very
Movement activists.
Magazine, David McReynolds, a merely explains them.
Manna, Gerri Fitzgerald and Peggy special thanks.
It is my hope that we can Brogan.
leading spokesman for the
Engaged
change
the tactics of the
nonviolent approach, comments
The women of Delta continue
More Than Before
Rita McWilliams, ’70, to
on the bombings.
What is the course for the frustrated back to nonviolent to take part in a patterning Patrick Ludavico, ’70, Sigma Pi,
“To move from picketing draft future? One must remember that tactics which seem more positive. program, three nights a week, for Seton Hall. Patti Van Nest, ’70, to
boards to entering the, burning the Movement encompasses many But, I chose to follow the path of Ellen McCann, a neurologically Lee Kozas.
the files, and awaiting arrest — people, more than ever before. It the new nonviolence, referred to impaired girl from Clifton.
Pinned
that is courage, no matter what has becom e politically and by Ghandi and King as “creative
Engaged
Linda
Adams,
’71, to Gary
we may think about the tactics. socially correct to oppose the war nonviolence.”
Bobbi Conroy, ’69, to Bill Reiter, ’7 1,, Glassboro State.
If creative nonviolence cannot Molenski, ’70, Gamma Delta Chi; Sharon Seiffert, ’71, to John
But to move from public and draft. There people, who now
picketing to secret bombings is empathize with the Movement, achieve our goals or if we choose Anne Disque, ’69, to Jack Lyons, ’71, Delta Phi Chi,
not courage at all; it simply means will pressure us toward the more not to ever attempt it, America Maoyse, Trenton State; Evie Bloomfield. Eileen Quinn, ’71, to
that segments of the radical socially acceptable means of will experience chaos; chaos Coleman, ’69, to Mike Posten.
Robert Hearn, ’70, Theta Chi,
Pinned
community have adopted the protest. However, the early radical which will lead us to ultimate
Rutgers.
Lois Zahradnik, ’71, to Rod
methods and the morality of the core has worked longer and been destruction.
Barbara Fischer Hamilton, ’69, Phi Lambda Pi;
K.K.K.,” McReynolds States.
frustrated to a greater degree.
PSI CHI
Ginny Stewart, ’71, to Michael
The men of Psi Chi would like
Scarlatelli, ’69, Psi Chi.
to thank prospective pledges for
MU SIGMA
attending their spring smoker. We
Mu Sigma is happy to would also like to congratulate
announce its new officers for
our adviser Mr. Morris McGee on
1969. They are as follows: Kathie receiving his doctorate degree.
Sex in the Movies
drove these demigods into the producer work together trying to Lansche, president; Debbie May,
Married
By Alexander Walker,
Judy
Bartos,
limbo of oblivion.
maintain value. The chapter on vice-president;
Richard Harlow to Nancy
95-cents, Penguin
Barbara
Vogt,
American icensorship shows that tre a s u re r;
Karsmarski, ’68, Iota Gamma Xi
This book in reality is three
various censors judge what is corresponding secretary; Linda
British Censorship
Engaged
books containing many short
The second part dove head first considered fit for the public. The Gray, recording secretary; Kathy
Jack Pignatello, ’69, to Candy
stories about the individuals who into the controversial subject of artistic value of the film is at Clancy, alumni secretary; Nancy
McCoy. Dick Finn, ’69, to Nancy
did and do make SEX in the censorhsip. British censorship, if times destroyed and implications P arad ise,
p a rlia m e n ta ria n ;
Maher, ’68, Chico State.
movies today. The author has you can call censorship good, is made in the end are many times Margaret Kostrab, historian.
show n him self to be very considered
We would also like to
one of the
best worse than what lays on the
PHI LAMBDA PI
perceptive and astute in this in This is because there is only one cutting room floor. The author congratulate our new sisters:
The
men
of Phi Lambda Pi
depth analysis.
Bonnie
Bird,
Alice
Carr,
Helen
c o n tro l o ffice, set up by went on to say that the film
like
to
extend
Part one covers the goddesses producers in 1912, to prevent the industry and the censors are Connell, Barbara Duff, Lois w ould
from Theda Bara (anagram for multiplicity of censors already finally beginning to realize that a Etherington, Tina Hoffman, Judy congratulations to their newly
death arab). She was the original plaguing Hollywood. There is no 40 year-old code will not fit the Jernberg.Mary
Lou Johnson, elected officers: president, Tony
Vamp, not unlike the vampires of written code — just ratings (U, needs of today’s society.
Melody
Jo h n so n ,
J udy Battaglino; vice-president, Kirk
legend, symbolically dissipated anybody may see the movie; A,
Kupiskioski, Linda Putignano and Anspach; recording secretary,
Dave
Flagg;
corresponding
the life source of her victims. children must be accompanied; X,
Nancy Rickert.
This book is ■excellent reading
secretary,
Mike
G alos;
Continuing on to the still reigning only adults) which is molded to material for those interested in
Engaged
queen Elizabeth Taylor, Walker the society of the time.
Barbara Vogt, ’70, to Russell sergeant-at-arms, Bob Mooney;
the cinema today and how the
chaplain, Tom Wieme; Tight Day
showed how these goddesses
life-blood of motion pictures — Jabaut, ’68, Phi Sigma Epsilon.
chairman,
D. E. Billy; IFC
fulfilled the needs of the public —
Pinned
T he book continues by SEX — affects this varied form of
Mary Lou Johnson, ’71, to representative, John Pico.
the same needs that eventually
showing how the censor and the entertainment.

On Creative Nonviolence

JIM COLLINS AT LARGE

Sex in Three Parts
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Commentary
Dear Mr. Nicastro:
Well, what can I tell you? I
wish to God you were writing the
reviews for The New York Times.
Not only because your review of
Celebration was more favorable
than Mr. Barnes’, but also because
it struck me as being more
perceptive (of course, I may be
prejudiced about that) and better
written.
At all events, I am extremely
grateful to you, both for the
notice and your thoughtfulness in
sending it to me. I see by this and
the other reviews on the same
page that your critical staff is
quite high-minded and astringent,
and this makes me all the more
grateful for your words of praise.
I hope we will survive. God
knows. We are trying to buck “ the
system” and the system doesn’t
like that very much. We will see.
We will see.
Sincerely,
Tom Jones
Ed. Note: Mr. Jones is the
coauthor o f Celebration with
Harvey Schmidt, the team that also
p e n n e d the longest running
musical, the Fantasticks. Despite
b o m b a r d m e n t fr o m critics,
Celebration is still playing at the
Ambassador Theatre in New
York.
Mr. Nicastro is the staff
reporter
who
reviewed
Celebration as “a bucket o f ice
water in Broadway's fa ce.”

‘ Watering Place’
found bone dry
The Watering Place by Lyle

Kessler is a dull drama built
around a tired premise. Its
characters are stereotypes culled
from television. They seemed
fresher on the idiot box.
Over the course of three long
acts, a stranger enters the home of
a soldier killed in Vietnam and
takes over the dead man’s place as
son and husband.
The
characterization
is
hopelessly unoriginal. It includes a
mysterious stranger, a Buttery
southern mother, a cantankerous
fa th e r
and
a
neurotic
daughter-in-law, who through the
aid of a strategically placed pillow
is 15 months pregnant.
Actually, the main character
never appears in the play. He is
the dead son who is talked about
but
never
seen. Tennessee
Williams used a similar device
brilliantly in Suddenly Last
Summer. Kessler is not as skillful.
Much of the author’s dialogue
is
incongruous
and
unintentionally funny. But four
very good actors attempted to
make a play a coherent dramatic
experience.
Shirley
Knight,
William Devane, Tresa Hughes and
Robert F. Simon should all be
commended.
Robin Wagner’s
stark, oppressive set also emerged
unscathed.
Lyle Kessler was given a
Rockefeller Foundation Grant for
writing The Watering Place which
will enable him to travel in
Europe and live in Italy. While
Kessler is on his European sojourn
the APA Repertory Company will
still be here in New York,
struggling
for
funds,
but
producing great theatre.
Ed. Note: Since this review was
written, Mr. Allen Schneider
assumed the director’s position
and a few minor cast roles were
altered.
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Chaucer on Broadway
Reviewed
By Don Pendley
Editorial Assistant

Sex can be one of the funniest
things in the world, if it’s meant
to be. C an terb u ry Tales,
ad v e rtise d as “ the ribald
comedy,” is very funny .. . but so
are dirty jokes told on a
streetcorner.
Canterbury Tales, currently
playing at the Eugene O’Neill
T heatre, is an adaptation of
Chaucer’s writings of the same
name written in the Middle Ages.
Even though Chaucer is present
throughout the play (Martyn
Green), he doesn’t do anything
about the changes introduced by
Nevill Coghill (lyrics and book)
and Richard Hill and John

Hawkins .(music). The songs are a
conglomeration of medieval lyrics
and pop-40 teenybopper music.
The improvisational dancing only
w orsens the badly-planned
meeting of the ages. The entire

George Rose, in a scene
from the Canterbury Tales, is a
dirty old man attempting to
declare a cease fire in the war
of the sexes with . . .

NYC opera celebrates
twenty-fifth anniversary
Reviewed By Curt DeGroat

Twenty-five years ago the New
Yor k City Opera Company
opened at City Center on Feb. 21,
1944, with a production of
Puccini’s “Tosca.” Starring the
r e n o w n e d It al i an so prano
Dusolina Giannini, it was hailed
for vocal quality and sincere
dramatics.
Throughout the 25 years, the
City Opera has rarely deserved
anything less, even if today’s
d e t r a c t o r s decry its to o
Me t r o p o l i t a n p ra c tic e s o f
mounting traditional works too
often. These practices, however,
have arisen from the discovery of
such great talent as Beverly Sills,
Plácido Domingo, Norman Treigle
and S piro Malas. Also, its
productions are characterized by

high creativity and outstanding
vocalism, especially excelling in
visual dramatics.
These qualities were especially
evident in the opening night
p e rfo rm an c e o f M assenet’s
“ Ma n o n . ” In a beaut i f ul
p r o d u c t i o n s ur r ounde d by
beautiful people, Beverly, Sills
shined like a diamond in a jeweled
set t i ng. Her “Gavotte” and
“Adieu, Notre Petite Table” were
of the finest heard from this artist
or any. Her portrayal of Manon
from an ingenue to a femme fatale
was nothing short of marvelous.
Plácido Domingo as her lover
Des Grieux, suffered from a bad
cold, but offered a fine “ La
Reve.” Julius Rudel’s conducting
as atypical of him; his usually fine
performance was better than ever.

Jay and Americans hit again
Reviewed By
Jack Carone

“Solid Gold.”
“A Blast from the Past.”
The familiar expressions we
use to describe those record hits
of years gone by. In time to their

magic beat we grew, danced and
even studied. Well, lovers of the
“Oldies but Goodies,” take heart.
Your favorites are back, courtesy
of Jay and the Americans.
Separated from their old image
by years of change, they return
not only with a top-40 hit, “This
Magic Moment,” but with Sands
of Time, an entire album of
yesteryear.
Talented singers, songwriters,
arrangers and producers, Jay and
the Americans, one of the first big
rock groups, are active in many
aspects of the music business.
Deeply involved in this album,
they demonstrate their versatility
and know-how.
This Brooklyn-bred quartet
goes through a wide range of
material, from the up-tempo
“When You Dance” (reminiscent
o f the group’s street-corner
origin), to the soft and pretty “So
In Love.”
It is a credit to Jay and the
Americans that the remakes on
Sands of Time contained even
more excitement than the original
hits did. This new offering should
bring these four talents back to
the four as one of this country’s
top vocal groups.
SGA Officers
Election
March 21, 1969

thing is analogous to a fat, old
woman in a miniskirt.
Although they are forced to
search for good material, several
fine performances are turned in.
The most outstanding is Hermoine
Baddeley, playing the Wife of
Bath. Miss Baddeley plays the old
lady who still “swings it” to the
hilt, to the delight of the
audience. Also, Ed Evanko and
Bruce Hyde portray two young,
v i r i l e c o l l e g e men very
successfully.
The staging is scanty: stand-up
b ed s, “ s tic k ” h o rses and
collapsable bridges add to the
c l u m s i n e s s o f the ent i re
production.
In short, if you’re interested in

a

f unny

tim e,

go to see
If you’re
interested in good theatre, good
music, good dance or good
literature, stay home and read the
Canterbury

Tales.
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. . . Sandy Duncan, the
virginal miss, facing uncertain
prospects in the very near
future. The musical is now
playing to capacity audiences
at the Eugene O'Neill Theatre.

'Shoes’ doesn’t come off
Reviewed
By Diane Wald
Staff Reporter

A t the Bellevue Theatre

Here is a definite case of
broken promises. At the beginning
of
this
three-hour,
p o litic o -re lig io u s
spectacle
adapted from the Morris West
novel, we are given reason to
expect
intelligent
dialogue,
convi nci ng
characterization,
interesting
camerawork
and
quickly moving plot development
— not high art perhaps, but a valid
st ory
and
p re s e n ta tio n .
Unfortunately, this too shall pass.
With
the
exception
of
performances by Anthony Quinn
and Oscar Werner, every element
in the film gradually deteriorates
until one’s weary reaction to the
completely unbelievable finale is
simply, “I expected worse.”
Valiant
attempts are made
throughout to appetize the viewer
with philosophical hors d’oeurves,
but these are clumsily prepared
and
i nsul ti ngl y
obvious.
Apparently we are to think of
Pope Kyril (Quinn) as the first

and future existential pope, and
of the young Father Telemond
(Werner), martyred by his fatal
illness, as an avatar of the cosmic
Christ he describes.
Perhaps the film’s most glaring
fault is the subplot involving
David Janssen’s lines-on-the-cuff
por t r ayal
of
a
foreign
correspondent. One cannot really
blame Janssen for his failure here,
however, for the vignette itself is
empty, incomplete and totally
divorced from the rest of the
story.
The music and pageantry of
“Shoes of the Fisherman” are
reminiscent of “Ben-Hur,” but
have neither the historical nor
hysterical justification. The silly
splendor of the film makes its
simple, idealistic themes seem
ludicrous. Only charity can save
us, screams the screen, but this
very message is lost amid the
camera’s tinkling symbols. Pope
Kyril himself would never have
approved.

Jozz

Avant-garde symbol
of ghetto anguish
By Russ Layne
Staff Reporter

Jazz is primarily the black
man’s music. Having developed
from the African rhythms and
spirituals of the American black
slaves, it has evolved today to a
point
of intense,
sporadic,
frustrated
e m o t i o n , yet
nevertheless music. One could
interpret avant-garde jazz as a cry
from the ghetto, a plea for a
self-concept and human dignity.
The realm of avant-garde jazz is
directly analogous to the new
Salvidor Dali. We see him throw
and splash paint on a canvas and
immediately
turn
him
off.
Because the work does not appear
to be structured to what we have
pre-conceived as art does not
mean that the painter has not
created a work of art for Dali has
achieved fame in the traditional
“structured” sense.
The same is true of the
avant-garde jazz musician. This

writer has encountered many
people exposed to the music for
the first time who exlaim, “Turn
it off!” Lack of structure to virgin
ears means an immediate lack of
the art form.
There are many new jazz
musicians trying to make the
scene by performing, and if
they’re lucky, by recording.
Tragically, they have to face a
“structured” society full of
animosity for their music and
their race. The late John Coltrane,
Cecil Taylor, Pharoah Sanders,
Sun Ra, Marion Brown, Archie
Shepp and Albert Ayler among
others are
fully into the
avant-garde. Give them a chance!
Catch their concerts and keep in
mind that these are trained
musicians trying to say something
with music that is most relevant
to their living in America.

Psychology Offers
Counseling Services
By Michael Heaney
Staff Reporter

Among the many services
offered at MSC is a program of
psychological counseling, available
to any full-time undergraduate
student who feels that he has
problems which are interfering
with the normal activities of
everyday living.
I nitial sessions include a
discussion of reasons for seeking
a id and, pr obabl y, some
psy ch o lo g ical tests. Brief,
intensive psychotherapy is offered
without charge to those students
who feel that fears, conflicts,
d e p r e s s i o n s , t ensi ons or
self-doubts are interfering with
optimum growth. Frank, open
c o m m u n i c a t i o n wi t h the
psychologist should speed the
process o f alleviating most
problems.
Sometimes a student may wish
to continue in greater depth with
the therapy program started on
c a m p u s . O ccasionally the
presenting problem is such that it
should not be treated in the
setting which includes friends and
teachers. In these cases the
counseling services are prepared to
help make arrangements with a
private psychotherapist or mental
health agency.
The ethical practice standards
of the American Psychological
Association are used as guides by

the specially appointed staff. This
means that neither the student’s
name nor the content of the
therapy sessions can become a
part of a student’s record without
his permission.
One full-time, licensed, clinical
psychologist, several part-time
psychologists and a part-time
psychiatrist are available on a
schedule which covers every
school day throughout the
academic year. The psychological
counseling staff is located in
Annex 4; appointments may be
made with the psychological
counseling secretary.

SUM M ER JO B O PPO R TU N ITIES
AS
C O U N S EL O R S AN D S P E C IA L IS T S
AT
O U TSTA N D IN G C O ED CAMPS
IN POCONO MTS.

Salary Range — $225-$7S0.
plus fu ll m aintenance fo r th e 8
w eek season, p a rticip atio n in So cial
W ork S e m in ar Program Is availab le.
R e c ru ite r
on
Cam pus,
F r id a y ,
M arch 14, 9 :3 0 A .M .- 3 :0 0 P .M . in
the A lu m n i Lo u n g e, L ife H a ll, 2nd
flo o r.
For
fu rth e r
In fo rm atio n
and
ap p licatio n see M r. R ic ards in
placem ent o ffic e .

NEW J E R S E Y
YMHA-YW HA CAMPS
589 C e n tral A venue
E ast Orange, N .J . 0 7 0 1 8
678 -7 0 7 0

For more info, contact
Mr. Joseph Kloza,
Education Department.

By Roberta Kuehl
Asst. News Editor

The thought-provoking author
of Are You Running With Me,
Jesus?, Malcolm Boyd, will speak
at the Hillside Junior High School
audi t or i um, M ontclair. The
lecture will take place on Fri.,
March 14 at 8:30 p.m.
At this lecture Rev. Boyd will
demons t r at e t he correlation
between his thoughts and actions
and the possibility of maturity
and growth in the church.
Not only is Rev. Boyd an
acclaimed author of several books
revealing contemporary man’s
expressions of prayer, but he is
also an Episcopal priest, visiting
chaplain (with William Sloan
Coffin) and resident fellow at
Yale University.
Past involvement as an early
Freedom Rider and an early
comer to the Peace Movement
have helped him eliminate the
t radi t i onal distance between
clergy and laity, between prayer
and ordinary life.
His performances at the hungry
i, a San Francisco night club,
actively realized one of his
t hought s concerni ng man’s
relationship to God, as he says in

to a narrow ghetto labeled
‘religion,’ but lead us to worship
you in the fullness of life as the
lord of politics, economics and
the arts.”
The cost of admission for the
general public will be $2.50; for
students, 15 minutes before the
lecture, $1.

One contract calls for $5 down Falk stated: “We just send out
and $5 a month for 36 months. past-due notices.”
The magazine racket is nothing
The t ot al , $ 180, represents
International Magazine Service’s new. Two years ago, a magazine
charge for three-year-subscriptions service of similar nature was put
for all of the following magazines: out of business by the Federal
TV- Ra di o Mi rror, Argosy, T r a d e C o mmi s s i o n . And,
Esqui re, Better Homes and according to Blanton, magazine
frauds have been found on other
Gardens and Redbook.
college campuses.
The normal cost for those
Blanton stated that he has
magazines, combined, is $65.25 contacted the Better Business
for three years.
Bureau and alerted local police to
the Montclair magazine menace.
Should
a patron of
International Magazine Service
SEE AND HEAR
miss a payment, various service
charges are tacked on to the
amount due. And in the case of
one MSC student, several monthly
p a y m e n t s were m i s s e d.
Cons equent l y, the magazine
service handed the student’s
account over to a local collection
Upsala
agency. The agency t hen
proceeded to send the student
Sat.,
t hr eat eni ng l etters claiming
“drastic action will be taken to
March 15
protect our client’s interest. . .
8:30 p.m.
Please remit by return airmail or
special delivery.. . . Delays will
not be tolerated.”
in Viking Hall on campus
The agency, calling itself Great
East er n Col l ect i on Agency,
UPSALA COLLEGE
receives its mail thru P. O. Box
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
7698, Baltimore.

Judy Collins

The MONTCLARION called
Great Eastern Collection Agency.
According to a Mr. Falk answering
the telephone: "There is no Great
Eastern. . .
it exists only in
name."

Asked what course of action
they would pursue if a student

Tickets
Phone 266-7000
$4.00
T ic k e ts A va ila b le In L if e H a ll—M SC
and V ik in g H a ll—U psala College.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING SATURDAY NIGHT?
a. Homework
b. A date
c. Goofing-off, as usual

YOU CAN BECOME A RAPID READER
IN JUST 4 WEEKS
IN LESS
THAN
rtM C
WiXC

M CM M TU
I V lV lN m . . . .

*
*
*
*

Double your speed
Increase comprehension
Improve retention
Learn all skills for effective reading

* Read those homework assignments instead of staring at them
* Have time for extra campus activities
* Be prepared for the “information explosion” in your business
and professional career
* Know what's new and happening in the world today
* Enjoy those best-sellers and special interest publications

ALL THIS CAN BE YOURS FOR ONLY $49
- and We GUARANTEE results
Classes begin Tuesday evening, March 25

7:00 P.M.

at the HOLIDAY INN
Route 46
Wayne, N.J.
For registration or more information call NOW 783-9091

THE READING
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(C o n tin u ed from Page I)

Are You Running With Me,
Jesus?, “Don’t let us restrict you

A BO U T 20 S E A T S _____
are left at Montclair State’s Charter Flight to Europe this
summer. Total price only $200.

- MONTCLARION -
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Noted Writer
Magazine Fraud Hits Campus
Malcolm Boyd
can promise anything) and have decided not to pay after receiving
In Montclair very
the agency’s threatening letters,
strict terms.

DEVELOPM ENT CENTER

700 Eighth Avenue New York City,N.Y.

Dr. Joyce Brothers,
Program Director
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Montclair Model

Campus Study Space Lacking
By Jane Conforth
Staff Reporter

S ta ff P h o to by M orey A n teb i

DECA MODEL: Barbara Wasserman, sophomore French major
from Paterson, took the best model award in the recent
Distributive Education Club of America (DECA) fashion show.
Fashions for the show were supplied by Stern Brothers.

C O R R E C T IO N :
L ast
w e e k ’s
ed ito ria l ^ “ In
D efense o f O u r
C o lleg e,” sta te d th a t a p rogram fo r
P a s s a ic
public school teach er
assistance w as p laced in th e 1970
b u d g et a t $ 2 3 8 ,0 0 0 . T h e c o rre c t
fig u re is $ 2 8 ,7 4 0 .

LA CAMPANA is in need of a
Literary Editor for the 1970
book. Anyone interested please
submit works to the yearbook
office, second floor Life Hall.

Classified.. .
R E S ID E N C E H A L L applications for
next year available in the women’s
housing office, Grace Freeman Hall.
Must be filled out and returned by
March 20.
AUTHOR
OF
poem "Corinthia”
submitted to Quarterly please contact
Editor immediately.
A U D IT IO N S FO R one acts will be
held on Tues., March 18 and Wed.,
March 19 from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in
Studio Theatre. All invited to try out.
Males in demand.
TH E
N EW
stu d e n t
orientation
committee for 1969 will hold an open
meeting on March 12 at 4 p.m., in the
Alumni Lounge, Life Hall, to solicit
views on new student orientation. All
students are invited to voice their
opinions.
VO LU N TEERS
N EED ED :
The
Upward Bound Project needs tutors in
all subjects for the Saturday morning
tutorial program. Students wishing to
volunteer see Dr. John Redd in Chapin
Hall (first floor) any morning or call
ext. 366.
M A L E C O U N S E L O R S for crippled
children's resident camp in northwest
N.J. Camping experience and concern
for children. 9 weeks. Salary plus other
benefits. For details write: Miss Mary
Ellen Ross, Director of Camping, Camp
Merry Heart, 302 Carteret Place,
Orange, N.J. 070S0.
SU M M ER CAMP POSITIO NS
Exciting work at boys' camp, June 22
to August 21. Mature staff from all
parts of country (foreign students). In
rich cultural area of Rurkshires, Mass.
High degree of staff fellowship. Grad
students, upper classmen preferred.
Attractive salaries. 41st year. Openings
include: waterfront swimming, sailing,
water-skiing, canoeing. Land sports:
tennis, baseball, soccer, golf, archery,
rlflery, campcraft and tripping: choral
director, song leader, folk music,
g u it a r is t ,
p ia n is t,
photography,
yea rb o o k ,
c e r a m ic s , electronics,
nature, astronomy, ham radio. Give
s k ills ,
referen ces. Phone. Camp
Mah-Kee-Nac, 137 Thacher Lane,
South Orange, N.J. 07079.

Is there enough space on
campus for studying? Asked this
question, students of MSC gave a
wide variety of answers. But most
of them agreed there is not
enough space.
Mimi Darias, a junior Spanish
major, said she goes to the library
“ . . . only when It’s absolutely
necessary.” She likes the student
lounges but finds that . . people
are squashed in.” So being a dorm
student, she studies in her room.
An accounting major, Julian
Seyss said: “ I don’t think the
library is conducive to study for
some reason. There are too many
kids in such a concentrated area. I
went once, and I won’t go again. I
try to find empty classrooms and
study in there.”
Sophomore
Ramona
Lanterman said: “Anybody who
wants to study can find a place to
study on campus. It’s quiet
enough in the reserve room of the
library, though conditions could
be improved.”
Dean Lawton Blanton agrees
with students that conditions
could be improved. He said: “I
doubt there is enough space or
facilities for studying. It is my
feeling we need an extension onto
the library and I do understand
there are plans for its expansion.”
He w o u l d l i k e t o see

Coordinating Council
Studies AISC’s Goals
By Jeanne Schneider
Staff Reporter

A new council of students,
faculty and administrators has
been formed on the MSC campus.
This new organization, called the
Coordinating Council, is in the
process of determining exactly
what
its
p o w e r s and
responsibilities should be.
Coordinating Council members
are interested in the developments
taking place at MSC. Policies,
goals and the general setup of
MSC are their main concerns.
Council member and SGA
treasurer, Stanley Jakubik said
that the council is seeking its
definite role in the campus
community. It has not been
decided whether the council
shoul d serve solely as a
recommending board to the MSC
Board of Trustees.
Neither has it been determined
if the council should serve as a
coordinating organization or if it
should be a decision-making body.
The council is composed of

For
Y ou r
L o ve
Cosm etics
Come to:
Grove Pharmacy

123 Grove Street
Montclair

five administrators, five faculty
and five students. President
Thoma s Richardson sits as
chairman of the Coordinating
Council by virtue of his office.
The student members of the
council are Frank Cripps, Stanley
Jakubik, Sharon LaMeo, Robert
Martinez and Miriam Taub.

Concert
Climaxes
Festival
Overseas Neighbors, sponsor of
Montclair’s sister-city affiliation
with Graz, Austria, is planning a
festival of spring events to be
climaxed by a concert, Fri., March
14, by the Akademie-Kamm erchor, prize-winning music
group from the University of
Graz. The concert will be
p re sen ted at 8:30 p.m. in
Memorial Auditorium under the
j oi nt auspi ces o f Overseas
Neighbors and MSC’s Music
Organizations Commission.
Festival activities will center
around the visit of the university
choir and also of a delegation of
80
businessmen: and women
r e p r e s e n t i n g t he Aus t r i an
Employer’s Combine. This second
group will be in the United States
on a two-week study tour.
P L A Y E R S IN V ITES YOU! 1 1
To Open House:
an introduction to all phases of
theater. Join the physics, math, art,
psychology, English, biology, earth
science, l.E.&T. (etc.!) members
a l r e a d y in P l a y e r s ! ! No
requir ements for membership
except interest!! Wednesday, March
19, at 7:30 p.m., in Memorial
Auditorium.

res

S ta ff P h o to b y P ete N ap ierk o w sk i

T H R EE AT A T A B LE: Lack of study space makes this kind of
group studying necessary but it definitely leads to a noisy
atmosphere.

“ . . . increased space for listening
to music and more rooms for
typing.”
Steve Cellini, a junior Latin
major, said: “I think the library is
too noisy a place to study. There’s
too many tete-a-tetes going on.
T h e r eas on t he s t udent s
congregate in the library is
probably due to the lack of
student lounges.” Other students
also mentioned the lounges and
said they would like to study in
them, but there are not enough of
them.
Concer ni ng t he lounges,
Blanton pointed out that they
were not meant to be rooms for

studying. He said: “Lounges are
just for relaxation. Part of an
education is talking and that’s
what the lounges are for.” Janet
Ferriol, a French major, expressed
the same opinion, saying, “The
lounges are more for socializing
than for studying.”
The new desks with three sides
on the first floor of the library
found favor with students. Also,
the desks behind the stacks of
books on the first and second
floors seem to be well-liked. Bob
Handera, a freshman biology
major, said: “The desks on the
side always afford a good place to
study.”

College Press
Releases Book
On rUrbanology’
By David M. Levine

A new monograph on the
nation’s urban problems has been
released by the Montclair State
College Press.
Titled,
The Agony of the
Cities:
Urban
Contemporary

Problems
America,

in

the
60-page book was written by
Professors David Alloway and
Francesco Cordasco.
Al l oway is a sociology
professor and direction of the
Mont cl ai r Ur ban Coalition.
Cordasco, author of Jacob Riis
Revisited, an examination of
poverty during the late 19th
c e n t u r y , is a professor of
education and consultant to the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
Ideas for the book came from a
series of six “ Urban Issues
Seminars” held last October in
Bloomfield and Atlantic City. The
1 2 - c h a p t e r book cont ai ns
bac kgr ound inform ation on
history, economics and sociology
and its relationship to urban life.
The book is available for $1
from the Montclair State College
Press.
V O U R A U T H O R IZ E D D E A L E R F O R
. S A L E S A N D S E R V IC E

VOLVO
TRIUMPH ,
JAGUAR
M.G.
IMPORTED MOTORS
O F MONTCLAIR
34 Valley Rd.
746-4500
Special M S C Diacountsl

SOLO SEAT: At least this way of
studying is comfortable.

KEILS PHARMACY
732 VALLEY ROAD
UPPER MONTCLAIR. N J .
744-2113

THE
BOWLERO
50
Bowling Lanes

the
COLLEGE bowl
Junction of Routes 3 and 46
Clifton. New Jersey
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Bowen Named MVP as M SC Wins Its All
(Continued from Page 1)

28-20 lead at the 8:50 mark. The
Dolphins rallied from that point
to surge ahead 32-31 on a layup
by Matt Fallis. LeMoyne then
went on to build up a 37-31 lead
unt i l Willie Moss, who has
developed into Gelston’s key
substitute, came in to can three
jumpers to keep pace with the hot
hand of the Dolphin’s Bob
Bradley and Mike Kava.
Down 4 3 4 0 at the half Luther
B ow en’s three point
play
opened up the second half that
saw the game go in MSC’s favor to
up the count at 45-43. From that
point on it was Montclair holding
on to the lead again with its
deliberate sure fire attack.
Overall the Indians outscored
LeMoyne 19-9 at the foul line to
make the difference in the final
outcome since they did outscore
us 34-31 from the field.
The win set the stage for the
championship game Saturday
night. Wagner had overpowered a
shaky Albany State squad by a
109-64 mismatch. A confident
and loose Montclair team took the
floor with its sight on a record
setting 24th win.
While Wagner displayed its
muscle and height against Albany
they left their defense behind
when they ran into “that team
from Jersey.” It took Montclair
little time in running up a lead;
they scored 10 straight points in
the opening halfs last four
minutes to up a 9 point lead to 19

Montclair State

Player
Bowen
Lester
Oakes
Sienkicwicz
James
Moss
Totals
Halftime score:

FG
10
6
2
6
2
5
31
40

LeMoyne

FT
4
3
0
4
5
3
19

Total
24
IS
4
16
9
13
81

*

*

FG
9
5
7
5
8
0
1
0
1
36
53

Luther Bowen

point bulge, 47-28. They took a
21 point lead at the half.
As in almost every other game
this year the entire Indian starting
five hit for double figures as
Montclair shot 36 of 62 for 58.6
per cent from the floor and 29 of
35 from the charity stripe. Harry
James, who taught Wagner’s Nick
Taylor a few things about defense,
but for 22 markers to support
Bowen’s fine 28 point effort.

Wagner

FT
10
3
4
4
6
2
0
0
0
24

Total
28
13
18
14
22
2
2
0
2
101

Total
13
24
9
12
4
15
77

*

T h e M .S C . INDIANS..-

*

Player
Barte 11
Hodge
Featherson
Goerriero
Seaman
Taylor
Wolfe
Whelan
Van Leeuwen
Totals
Halftime score:

FG
1
9
8
3
0
3
4
1
2
31
32

FT
1
4
3
3
0
1
3
0
1
16

Total
3
22
19
9
0
7
11
2
5
78

*

*

this year it
marked the third straight 20 win
season for the Indians. With thengoal of a national championship
the Indians could finish with an
all time high of 27 wins against
two defeats. They must win three
games in Indiana to bring home
the championship.
* * *
While Luther Bowen was
named the Most Valuable Player
his 52 points in two games was
topped by Hodge’s 53 markers.
Bowen’s overall play gave him the
honor without a doubt as Mr.
MVP. As one Albany State
onlooker put it, “that little guy
can beat you 100 different ways.”
With

The all-tourney team was led
by the Indians, Luther Bowen and
Harry James. Also selected were
Wagner’s Ray Hodge, Albany’s
Rich Maugison and LeMoyne’s
Bob Bradley.
* * -*
LeMoyne beat St. Peter’s in its
first game this year which left
many in the Montclair party
talking of a possible matchup of
the NIT bound Peacocks against

Montclair State

FT
1
4
1
2
0
1
9

The plush Hotel Syracuse
served as home away from home
f o r th e ent i re Mont cl ai r
contingent. Three bus loads of
fans traveled over six hours to
witness the tournament.

After their great triumph the
entire Albany State crowd put its
confidence in Montclair in the
championship game and really
gave the Indians some great
backing. The players really
appreciated it and personally
thanked Albany for its support
near the end of the game.

Player
Bowen L.
Lester
Oakes
Sienkiewicz
James
Moss
Boslett
Bowen, R.
Conroy
Totals
Halftime score:

FG
6
10
4
5
2
7
34
43

neighboring Montclair in the near
future.

Gelston began pulling his
regulars with five minutes left to
help ease th e em barrased
Seahawks nightmare. Ray Hodge
led Wagner with 22 points and did
display some fine moves to the
hoop. “It sure was a poor time to
play a bad game,” said Wagner’s
coach Chet Sellitto.

Harry James

PLayer
Bradley
Brady
Downey
Fallis
Hojnacki
Kawa
Totals
Halftime Score:

24

wins

<r

„

101-16

M O N TC LA IR S T A T E C O L L E G E
R E G U L A R SEA SO N
1968-69 V A R S IT Y B A S K E T B A L L R E C O R D

FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY
100
61
109
BLOOMFIELD COLLEGE
79
100
PATERSON STATE COLLEGE*
86
77
NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
47
71
NEWARK STATE COLLEGE*
52
65
TRENTON STATE COLLEGE*
63
77
NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**
54
79
FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON AT MADISON**
64
64
MONMOUTH COLLEGE**
77
80
JERSEY CITY STATE COLLEGE*
74
100
GLASSBORO STATE COLLEGE*
91
76
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE
85
94
EAST STROUDSBURG STATE COLLEGE
56
73
NEWARK STATE COLLEGE*
56
91
SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE
71
93
MONMOUTH COLLEGE
82
78
WESTERN NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE
63
71
TRENTON STATE COLLEGE*
61
99
GLASSBORO STATE COLLEGE*
72
101
PATERSON STATE COLLEGE*
64
89
RUTGERS OF NEWARK
65
94
QUEENS COLLEGE
72
70
UPSALA COLLEGE
68
102
JERSEY CITY STATE COLLEGE*
64
* - NEW JERSEY STATE COLLEGE ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
** - NEW JERSEY KIWAN1S CLASSIC CHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT

Track Sked Announced
A schedule calling for five dual
and three triangular meets has
been announced for Montclair
State College’s 1969 outdoor
track team by Bill Dioguardi,
director of athletics.
The Indians will also take part
in Penn, Queens-Iona and the
Qua nt i co Rel ays plus the
Collegiate Track Conference and
Di st ri ct No. 31, National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics Championship Meets.
Coach George Horn’s team will
open the season at Fairleigh
Dickinson University on Wed.,
April 9.
The schedule:
April 9 — At Fairleigh
D i c k i n s o n Uni versit y; 12
University of Bridgeport and City
College of New York; 16 West
Chester State and Albany State
(NY); 19 Queens-lona Relays;
234ersey City State and New

York Institute of Technology;
26-Penn Relays at Philadelphia
(Pa.); 30 Southern Connecticut
State.
May 3 — Quantico Relays; 10
Collegiate Track Conference Meet
(Away); 12 - At Trenton State;
14-East Strousburg State; 17-At
Cent ral Co n n e c t i c u t State;
24-District No. 31, National
Association of Intercollegiate
Meet (Away).

1. With what pro basketball
team did Jerry Lucas first sign
after
his
graduation
from
Ohio State?
2. Name the three alternating
quarterbacks of the San Francisco
49er’s “shot gun” offense under
coach Red Hickey in the early
’60’s?
3. He was the first NFL player
to gain 1000 yards in a single
season.
4. Thi s former American
League batting champ who is still
active never played minor league
ball.
5. Who was the first official
“little leaguer” to play major
league baseball?
6. This ex-Yankee great was
killed in a Newark train crash in
1958.
7. With what team did Allie
Sherman play quarterback in the
NFL?
8. Name the 6-8 forward on
the Lew Alcindor led Power
Memorial team of 1964-65.
9. This former Houston Oiler
was the first player to jump from
the NFL in 1960.
1 0 . N a m e the f amous
“production line” of the Detroit
Redwings in the early ’50’s.

The Student Government Association
will sponsor an
OPEN FORUM

March 13, 1969
College High Auditorium

Have all your questions answered by the people who
know the answers.
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1969 GYM NASTICS TEAM: Kneeling, left to right: Bill Balogh, Russ Spencer, Nels
Jensen, Joe Gareffa, Ron Poling, Jon Guenther, Ralph Coscia, Ed Kuhn. Standing,
left to right: Coach Terry Orlick, trainer Ed Pryzbowski, co-captain Rick Schwarz,

S ta ff P h o to s b y R oger

l

. B row n

co-captain Bob Day, Roger Brown, Mike O'Conner, Dave Green, Joe Macaluso,
manager Ted Brownell.

Gymnasts Finish At 10-2
Behind Schwarz and Green
Green qualified on the high bar teams he has been on at MSC.
and the long horse while Gunether “Coach Orlick has made the
This has been a banner year for qualified on the rings and the long big difference,” he noted. “He
the Montclair State gymnastics horse. Because he did not meet makes you want to work. He has a
team as they have catapulted to a the scholastic qualifications under good attitude and instills it in the
position as one of the top the NCAA rulings, Guenther will other guys on the team. He is very
small-college gymnastics teams in not be able to compete in the knowledgeable, has a compatible
personality and can really psyche
the nation. It is the first time that nationals.
the team ever qualified to enter
Schwarz, in the meet against up a team.
the NCAA national competition. LIU, put on an awesome display
“ In addition, we have added
The team qualified on three of versatility and excellence by depth over the previous years. The
different occasions by scoring taking four first places out of the spirit is tremendous.”
Gr een voi ced the same
above 135.00 points.
six events, an MSC sports first. He
They accounted for the best won in floor exercise, long horse, opinions. After Dave broke his
s t e r num while executing a
record in MSC gymnastics history parallel bars and the high bar.
with an all-time high of 10 wins
In addition, he is the only MSC dismount off the high bar early
and an all-time low of two losses, gymnast to win the Most Valuable this year, Orlick spent a great deal
defeating West Chester State and Gymnast award three years in a of extra time working with him.
Slippery Rock State for the first row as he tied Dave Green for Green courageously came through
this year as one of the top
time ever.
honors this year.
Co-captains Rick Schwarz,
Montclair State will host the gymnasts in the nation along with
Dave Green and Jon Guenther first championship meet of the Schwarz. The entire team has
q u a l i f i e d f o r i ndi vi dua l newly formed North Atlantic nothing but pride in themselves
competition in the NCAA College Gymna s t i c s Conference this and raves for their coach.
Schwarz, a senior, and Green, a
D ivision Nat i onal s at San Saturday. The conference is
Fernando Valley State College in composed of Cortland State, Long junior, are the only all-around
California and all qualified in Isl and University, Montclair, c o m p e t i t o r s . T h e y have
more than one event. Schwarz Queens College, U.S. Coast Guard spearheaded the improvement
qualified on the parallel bars, Academy and West Chester State. which has carried the team from
floor exercise and the long horse The locals defeated every other run-of-the-mill to national power
wi l scores of over 8.5 in each. member during the regular season. status. Jon Guenther, also a
I asked Rick what has made junior, has been outstanding on
W h 10 as a perfect score, 8.5 is
th 3 national qualifying level. this team better than the other rings and has developed into a
powerful three-piece performer.
Junior Nels Jensen has given
1969 Final Gymnastics Results
top-notch performances in four
104.48
Opponent and Score
Montclair Score
events, sticking out on the p-bars.
70.84
U.S. Coast Guard
119.63
Reliable Ron Poling has been a
70.84
Trenton State
118.07
solid
point getter on the rings and
136.80
Southern Conn.
126.07
p-bars.
Ralph Coscia, the only
114.67
Slippery
Rock
134.40
other senior, is the most improved
94.44
Cortland State
116.95
member of the squad and has
133.85
U.S. Merchant Marine
126.52
119.61
spurred the ring team on to many
West Virginia U.
138.79
46.00
Queens College
victories. Coscia did not compete
131.71
128.85
West Chester
137.43
last year and has pulled the
126.88
Long Island U.
129.19
combeback of the year in MSC
Ithaca College
sports.
By John Aneson
Sports Editor

The other co-captain Bob Day,
is a junior and has sparked the
side horse squad. Junior Joe
Macaluso and sophomores Roger
Brown, Joe Gareffa, John Molter

and Russ Spencer have provided
the depth that has complemented
the backbone of the squad,
Schwarz, Green, Gunether, Jensen
and Poling.

JON GUEN THER: Olympic cross

March 12. 1969
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Co-Captains

DAVE G R EEN : theyamashita

Rick Schwarz and Dave Green

RICK SCHWARZ: The front somersault dismount

RUSS SPENCER: the handstand

Three
On
The P’S
RON POLING:: the cast

Gymnasts In Action
BOB DAY: the loop-off dismount

Name

Year

Brown, Roger*
Coscia, Ralph*
Day, Bob**
Garreffa, Joe*
Green, Dave**
Guenther, Jon**
Jensen, Nels*
Macaluso, Joe
Molter, John*
Poling, Ron**
Schwarz, Rick***
Spencer, Russ

Soph.
Sr.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
Soph.

M O N TCLA IR S T A T E C O L L E G E
V A R S IT Y GYM N ASTICS TEAM
Hometown
Major

Jersey City
Fairfield
Dover
Lake Hopatcong
Jersey City
Wayne
Parsippany
Jersey City
Gibbstown
Freehold
Morris PLains
Freehold

Bio.
P.E.
F.A.
Bus. Ed.
D.E.
P.E.
P.E.
Eng.
P.E.
P.E.
Bio.
P.E.

Events

F. Ex.,S.H„ L.H.
R.
S.H.
S.H.
A.A.
R., L.H., H.B.
S.H., F.E., P.B., H.B
S.H.
F.Ex.
P.B., R.
A.A.
LH, P.B., R.

FRESHM AN GYM N ASTICS TEAM

Balogh, Bill
Kuhn, Ed
O’Connor, Mike
Brownell, Ted
Pryzbowsky, Ed

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.

E. Brunswick
North Bergen
E. Brunswick
Berkley Hgts.
S. Plainfield

P.E.
Psych.
P.E.
P.E.
P.E.

A.A.
P.B., R., S.H., H.B.
A.A.
Manager
Trainer

*-Letters earned
KEY
F. Ex. — Floor exercise
S.H. - Side Horse
R. —Still Rings
RALPH COSCIA: the planche

A.A.

L.H. — Long horse
P.B. —Parellel Bars
H.B. —Horizontal Bar
All Around

S ta ff P h o to by R oger L. Brow n

KEN TECZA
Reports
from Syracuse
page 1

GYMNASTICS
1969

Sports Quiz
part II

Test Yourself
see page 9

